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In-situ Scanning Transmission X-Ray Microscopy of
Catalytic Solids and Related Nanomaterials
Frank M. F. de Groot,* Emiel de Smit, Matti M. van Schooneveld, Luis R. Aramburo, and
Bert M. Weckhuysen*[a]
The present status of in-situ scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) is reviewed, with an emphasis on the abilities
of the STXM technique in comparison with electron microscopy. The experimental aspects and interpretation of X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) are briefly introduced and the experimental boundary conditions that determine the potential
applications for in-situ XAS and in-situ STXM studies are dis-

cussed. Nanoscale chemical imaging of catalysts under working conditions is outlined using cobalt and iron Fischer–
Tropsch catalysts as showcases. In the discussion, we critically
compare STXM-XAS and STEM-EELS (scanning transmission
electron microscopy–electron energy loss spectroscopy) measurements and indicate some future directions of in-situ nanoscale imaging of catalytic solids and related nanomaterials.

1. Introduction
Over the last years, a number of instrumental developments in
microscopy have improved the ability to image nanomaterials
with a spatial resolution in the nanometer range. These microscopes (or nanoscopes) provide the atomic positions, elemental determination and chemical information such as the valence, spin state and bonding properties. If these nanoscopic
techniques are performed under in-situ conditions, one can
even obtain new information on the nanometer scale of an
active system. This allows for the study of many, fundamentally
interesting processes such as catalytic reactions, minerals
weathering, colloidal synthesis and hydrogen storage materials. When considering catalytic solids the main, entangled,
goals of the in-situ nanoscopic experiments can be briefly
stated as:
1. Providing nanoscopic information for the rational design of
new catalyst materials.
2. Adding to the fundamental understanding of the behavior
of nanomaterials under working conditions and in a range
of different environments.
3. Providing novel tools to look at materials in new ways.
We explicitly limit this review article to real space probes
that give a direct view on materials with a resolution of 20 nm
or better. Thereby, we omit the important range of experiments that determine the local structure via X-ray diffraction
or electron diffraction. We also omit all techniques that have
an intrinsic spatial resolution, governed by the diffraction limit
of light, above 100 nm. Note that the diffraction limited (0.5l)
resolution (R) of electromagnetic radiation can be given as R
(nm) * E (eV) ﬃ 620. Visible light with an energy of 1 eV has a
diffraction limited resolution of 620 nm and VUV light with an
energy of 10 eV has R = 62 nm. All probes using IR, Raman, UV/
Vis and fluorescence microscopic techniques are not further
discussed in this paper and we refer to other recent papers.[1, 2]
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The remaining nanoscopic techniques can be divided into
three main groups: (1) Scanning probe and near field microscopes, (2) Electron microscopes and (3) X-ray microscopes.
Scanning probe microscopes determine objects with (sub)nanometer dimensions from close distance. This near field approach reaches essentially the spatial resolution as determined
by the probe. Scanning probe techniques include scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM), atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and scanning near field optical microscopy (SNOM). These
techniques are immensely important to determine the geometric and electronic structure of surfaces. The information
content is, as a rule, limited to (near) surface information and
because of the near field probe, the probed surface must be
relatively flat. Non-exposed internal surfaces are not accessible
with scanning probe techniques. Catalytic activity very often
takes place within micro and/or mesoporous structures implying that not only the external surface of a catalyst is of importance. Examples include the active sites within zeolites and enzymes. The catalytic active sites in these systems cannot be
studied with probes that only map the outside of the system.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and transmission X-ray
microscopy (TXM) sample a column of material through the
system of study. As such they provide information on both the
surface structure and the internal structure of a material.
In the remainder of this article, we will not further discuss
scanning probe techniques and focus on the comparison be-
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tween TXM and TEM. We first briefly introduce the basics of
soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy. The spectral interpretation
and experimental limitations and detection routes are discussed. Scanning TXM (SXTM) microscopes are introduced, including a brief comparison with alternative X-ray and electron
microscopy techniques. The in-situ measurements are discussed for the case of bulk experiments, using the various detection modes. Using the combined knowledge of XAS spectral
shapes, STXM microscopes and in-situ detection, their combination into in-situ STXM experiments is discussed. A number
of examples are given of the measurements that have been
published. A separate section focuses more on the nanoreactor
design that is crucial for the in-situ STXM experiments. We end
with some future perspectives of this promising technique for
the characterization of a wide range of nanomaterials, including but not limited to heterogeneous catalysis.

The present range of STXM microscopes mainly covers the
energy range between 200 and 2400 eV. We limit our discussion to this soft X-ray energy range.

overlap of spectral shapes of different elements, also due to
second order X-ray energies that are sometimes inevitable. In
particular the 3d transition metal ions Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni
and Cu are important for catalysis (and many other fields) and
are often studied, also because they provide very rich L2,3 edge
spectral shapes. The soft X-ray 3p core states (M2,3 edges)
range from Sr (270 eV) to Gd (1688 eV) and the soft X-ray 3d
core states (M4,5 edge) range from Ru (280 eV) to Yb (1576 eV).
The M4,5 edges include all rare earth ions that provide very rich
spectral shapes and also very high absorption cross sections.
For the 5d elements, in principle the N2,3 edges are positioned
in the soft X-ray range, but these edges are too broad to be
useful for chemical speciation. However, using the specific absorption of any core level one can obtain quantitative elemental maps in a STXM microscope of all elements with a core
level in the soft X-ray range. This can be done for example by
so-called jump ratio imaging, in which the ratio between a recorded map just before and just after the edge are calculated.
As can be inferred from Figure 1, this includes essentially all elements starting from carbon, which underlines the wide potential for application of the STXM methodology in different
fields of research.

2.1. Soft X-Ray Core Levels and Elemental Mapping

2.2. The Interpretation of Soft XAS Spectra and Chemical
Contrast

2. Soft XAS

The energy range from 200 eV to 2000 eV covers the 1s core
states or K edges of the elements from carbon (280 eV) to
phosphorus (2150 eV), as indicated in Figure 1. We have selected five STXM beamlines at the following synchrotrons: NSLS
Brookhaven;[3] BESSY Berlin;[4] SLS Villingen (Pollux);[5] CLS Saskatoon;[6] ALS Berkeley.[7, 8] An updated list of STXM beamlines
is provided at the XASEELS website.[9]
Figure 1 includes the important elements C, N, O and also
Mg, Al, Si and P. The 2s core states are not studied with regard
to their spectral shape due to their large spectral broadening.
The soft X-ray 2p core states (L2,3 edges) range from potassium
(290 eV) to Sr (2000 eV). Note that the potassium L2,3 edge is
close in energy to the carbon K edge, implying that both spectral shapes overlap. One should always be aware of potential

Figure 1. Bottom: The binding energies of the K (blue), L3 (red), M3 (black)
and M5 (green) edges in the soft X-ray range between 100 and 2400 eV. The
indicated elements are shown in the same colour as the edge to which they
belong. Top: The X-ray range of five STXM microscopes, respectively NSLS
X1A1, BESSY U41, SLS Pollux, CLS 10ID-1 and ALS 11.0.2.
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Soft X-ray K edges can be well interpreted as mapping the
empty states of the element under study. The dipole selection
rule implies that the element specific empty p-projected density of states is observed. This facilitates the comparison with
electronic structure calculations for the molecular or solid
sample studied. The variation in the empty states implies variation in the XAS spectral shape, which can be used for chemical
contrast. The spectral shapes of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen
containing systems reveal a large variation in spectral shapes
and, as such, are ideal for chemical contrast.[10]
The transition metal L edges and the rare earth M edges
cannot be interpreted with a density of states concept, as their
spectral shape is dominated by so-called multiplet effects induced by the core hole in the final state.[11]
As an example Figure 2 shows the variation in spectral
shape as a function of valence in the case of manganese
oxides.[12] One observes a rich spectral fine structure allowing
detailed chemical analysis. Transition metal L edges are dominated by the large overlap between the core 2p wave function
and the valence band 3d states. Because this interaction
spreads the states over some 10 eV, it is known as the multiplet effect. In addition, the 2p spin-orbit coupling splits the L
edge into its L3 and L2 components. Next to these atomic effects, the crystal field effects and the effects of charge fluctuations (charge transfer) dominate the spectral shape analysis.[13]
Crystal field multiplet analysis yields accurate information on
the metal valence, spin state, the site symmetry and the crystal
field strength.[14, 15] Covalent systems can be analyzed with
charge transfer effects and yield information on the angular
dependence in the hybridization and the importance of pbonding.[16, 17] A number of detailed L edge spectra and charge
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The sample thickness for soft X-rays must ideally be in the
(sub)micron range, dependent also on concentration and elemental composition. Figure 3 (right) shows the effect of increasing thickness, where we note that the curves only show
the atomic background; the edge spectral features can be
twice as intense. It can be seen that for Al2O3, the oxygen K
edge remains measurable between 100 nm and 1.6 micron,
though at this largest thickness, the transmission at the edge
is essentially zero, also implying a non-linear signal. The Al K
edge has largest contrast at the thickness of 1.6 micron. Note
that the choices of the edges that are studied significantly
affect the ideal sample thickness. For less concentrated samples, it is important that enough edge contrast is visible, which
Figure 2. The 2p XAS spectra of three manganese oxides. Mn[2 + ]O (solid),
Mn[3 + ]2O3 (dotted) and Mn[4 + ]O2 (dashed).
implies thicker samples, even at the expense of little overall
transmission, as has been shown for the non-linear response of
the iron L3 edge.[20]
transfer multiplet analysis has been applied to catalytic sysBecause of these X-ray transmission induced sample limitatems, for example Fischer–Tropsch catalysts,[12] Fe/ZSM-5
tions, traditionally soft XAS spectra have been measured with
electron yield detection or fluorescence yield detection. Yield
systems[18] and Mn/ZSM-5 systems.[19]
methods use the core hole decay, which gives rise to electrons
and X-rays escaping from the surface of the substrate. Detection of these decay products, allows the measurement of sam2.3. Detection Modes and Experimental Boundary
ples with arbitrary thickness. The main issue is to establish if
Conditions
the measured yield channel is indeed proportional to the X-ray
Soft X-rays have a strong interaction with matter. This implies
absorption cross section. For soft X-rays Auger decay domithat transmission experiments are only possible for solid samnates over fluorescence decay. Over 90 % of the core holes
ples of limited thickness. In addition, the transmission through
decay via Auger channels. With the total electron yield (TEY)
gas atmospheres is also affected by significant soft X-ray abmethod, one detects all electrons that emerge from the
sorption, limiting the X-ray path through the gas phase to sevsample surface, independent of their energy. The interaction of
eral 100 microns. The STXM nanoreactors, which will be diselectrons with solids is much larger than the interaction of Xcussed in Section 5 of this review article, have two 20 nm SiNx
rays, which implies that the electrons that escape from the
windows and a gas interaction length of about 50 mm which
sample originate close to the surface and the probing depth of
have over 80 % transmission over the whole soft X-ray range. It
TEY is approximately 2 to 5 nm. In other words, electron yield
can be observed in Figure 3 that 50 micron of air and CO gas
turns XAS into a surface technique. In principle, a STXM microhave some absorption at the oxygen, nitrogen and carbon
scope allows TEY measurements.
edges. This affects in particular the study of edges below
The fluorescent decay of the core hole can also be used as
800 eV. Gas absorption starts to play a significant role for
the basis for the XAS measurement. The photon created in the
> 1 mm path lengths. It can be concluded that with the given
fluorescent decay has a mean free path of the same order as
nanoreactor parameters, both the gas phase and the windows
the incoming X-ray, which implies that there will be saturation
do not significantly affect the measurements. Of course, if CO
effects if the sample is not dilute (the ideal sample thickness is
gas is used, the carbon and oxygen K edges are dominated by
1/e of the absorption depth). It can be shown that for dilute
the gas phase spectrum.
materials the background absorption dominates the absorption of the specific edge, and
the measured intensity is proportional to the absorption coefficient. The main effect for concentrated (over 5 at. %) samples
is saturation, implying a nonlinear response and the reduction of the peak heights and
depths and as such a blurring of
the spectrum. A number of additional complications exist for
fluorescence yield. For example
Figure 3. Left: The soft X-ray transmission through 50 micron of 1 bar H2 (black), 20 nm SiNx (dashed), 50 micron
fluorescence channels have an
air (dotted), 50 micron CO (dash-dotted), 1 mm CO (green), 5 mm CO (red),1 cm CO (blue), and 1 cm O2 (blue);
energy dependence over an abRight: The transmission through, from top to bottom, 100 nm, 200 nm, 400 nm, 800 nm and 1.6 micron Al2O3. All
sorption edge, implying potencurves are calculated from the Center for X-Ray Optics website software, as can be found at www-cxro.lbl.gov.
ChemPhysChem 2010, 11, 951 – 962
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tial distortions in fluorescence yield spectra with respect to the
XAS spectral shape.[21]

3. X-Ray and Electron Microscopes
3.1. STXM Microscopy
The first STXM instrument, was designed by Kirz and Rarback
(1985).[22] In 1992, Ade et al. measured XAS spectra of organic
species with a spatial resolution of 60 nm using the STXM at
NSLS.[11] They used the carbon K edge contrast to determine
the amount and chemical nature of carbon species, for example they distinguished polypropylene, polyacrylonitrile, and
polystyrene in blended samples. Over the last fifteen years,
STXM has been applied to a range of systems, with an emphasis on polymer science,[3, 23, 24] biology and the study of the organic phase in catalytic reactions, for example the study of
diesel soot.[25] As we will show below, STXM is ideally suited to
study, in addition to the organic phase (by their carbon and
oxygen edges) also the inorganic phase via their metal edges,
as is discussed in detail in Section 4.
In a STXM microscope, a synchrotron soft X-ray absorption
beamline is used to illuminate a Fresnel zone plate, as is schematically indicated in Figure 4. The zone plate characteristics

interferometer based control systems which provide sample
scan-ranges from the mm to the cm range, with a minimum
step size of ~ 5 nm, and measurement speeds of typically 1 ms
per pixel.[28] Hitchcock et al. provide an overview of the STXM
microscopes that exist at various synchrotron radiation
sources.[29]
3.2. Scanning PhotoEmission Microscopy (SPEM)
The single zone-plate STXM design can be used to measure
the XAS spectrum in transmission mode, fluorescence yield or
electron yield detection. In case of very dilute systems, say
below the 1000 ppm range, FY is the most appropriate detection method, as the transmission contrast will be very small.
Also electron yield detection can be combined with a scanning
X-ray microscope, turning the technique into a surface science
tool. Instead of measuring the total electron yield, one can
also use an electron analyzer to measure the XPS spectrum
using a zone-plate focused X-ray.[30] This technique is known as
scanning photoemission microscopy (SPEM), which provides
nm range resolution chemical speciation of surfaces. A wide
range of catalysis-oriented surface science studies have been
performed using SPEM.[31, 32] Because electrons are detected the
measurements are as a rule performed in vacuum or at lowpressure.
3.3. Full Field X-Ray Microscopes: TXM and CCTXM

Figure 4. Lay out of a STXM microscope, with from left to right, the zone
plate lens, the order sorting aperture, the nanoreactor and the scintillator Xray detector.

determine the spot size to which the X-ray beam is focused.
Present day STXM beamlines have spot sizes ranging from 10
to 40 nm.[26] The focal length is dependent on spot size and Xray energy and is in the order of a few millimeters. An important consequence of these short focal lengths is the short
working distance between the sample position and the zone
plate, which present a severe design limitation for in-situ reactor cells. The position of an aperture between the zone plate
and sample further shortens the allowed reactor working distance. The sample is placed at the focus of the zone plate and
scanned while detecting the transmitted X-rays. The energy
resolution of a STXM microscope is typically 0.1 eV at the
carbon K edge (280 eV) and 0.3 eV at the copper L edge
(900 eV), which is adequate for soft X-ray absorption edges as
their lifetime broadening is of the same order of magnitude.
Present STXM microscopes[27] have mechanical scanning and
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Full-field transmission X-ray microscopy (TXM) uses two zone
plates, allowing the synchronous detection of an image plane,
implying faster data acquisition. The disadvantages are significant lower energy resolution (1.0 eV at 500 eV) and a higher radiation dose per signal. The reduced energy resolution strongly
limits the options for chemical speciation, implying that full
field TXM is mainly applicable to element selective mapping.
However, a recent design has decoupled the monochromator
from the zone plates allowing high energy-resolution TXM
measurements.[33] A newly developed design is the so-called
chemical contrast TXM (CCTXM) with a moderate 1 micron spatial resolution. It uses a parallel beam of a XAS beamline that is
measured after transmission through the sample with an X-ray
CCD with high spatial resolution.[34] An important advantage
with respect to X-ray microscopes that make use of zone
plates, is that there are no space limitations with respect to
the sample environment, which facilitates in-situ experimental
chambers. CCTXM therefore offers many options for the study
of catalytic systems under in-situ conditions.
3.4. Electron Microscopes: STEM-EELS, TEM-EELS and
X-PEEM
Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) combined
with electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), is the electron
analogue of STXM-XAS. The spatial resolution of electron microscopy is in general much higher than for X-ray microscopy.
With a typical resolution of 0.2 nm instead of 20 nm its resolving power is a factor of 100 higher. Experiments under mbar
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conditions are performed in so-called environmental TEM microscopes. However, as yet, no STEM-EELS experiments have
been reported under 1 bar pressure conditions. In the discussion we will compare the advantages and disadvantages of
STEM-EELS and STXM-XAS in some detail.
TEM-EELS experiments, making use of a full field electron microscope instead of a scanning microscope, are more likely to
make the study of catalytic systems under relevant conditions
possible. Recently a TEM experiment has been performed
under 1 bar conditions on a catalytic sample.[35] Also temperatures up to 500 8C have been reached during in-situ TEM-EELS
measurements.[36] In-situ sample treatments like ion bombardments have also been reported for TEM-EELS experiments.[37]
For a recent detailed comparison between TEM and TXM we
refer to a review as provided by Hitchcock et al.[38]
A combined X-ray and electron microscope design is the socalled X-ray photoemission electron microscopes (PEEM)[39–41]
which uses a full field X-ray beam and the detection of the
electrons emitted from the sample surface. Because X-PEEM
uses electron detection, experiments under gas atmosphere
are not possible. In addition, X-PEEM implies using a high-voltage electrostatic lens detector system in close proximity to the
sample, which complicates the measurements of mixed metalinsulator systems such as metal nanoparticles on oxide supports.

3.5. A Comparison of Resolutions and Sample Thicknesses
In this section, we compare the important boundary conditions
for STEM–EELS and STXM-XAS spectromicroscopic measurements, which are i) the spatial resolution and ii) the maximal
sample thickness.
Figure 5 gives an indication of the range of accessible experimental resolutions and sample thicknesses. The curve for
STEM–EELS assumes a 100 keV electron beam. The resolution
of electron microscopes in EELS mode, is between 0.1 and
0.5 nm, with some possible improvements to less than
0.1 nm.[42–44] This is only an indication for the range of values,

Figure 5. The range of experimental, spatial resolutions (pink) and maximal
sample thicknesses (blue) are indicated on a logarithmic scale for, from
bottom to top, STEM-EELS, STXM at 300 eV, STXM at 1.5 keV and STXM at
10 keV. The range of sample thicknesses is limited as a consequence of the
X-ray attenuation but also by spectral deformations due to saturation
effects. The red vertical lines indicate the diffraction limited resolution of the
X-rays, given as R (nm) * E (eV)ﬃ620.
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as the resolution of STEM-EELS also depends on the primary
energy and a range of details in electron source, optics, monochromators and electron analyzers. Chemical contrast in EELS
is not generated by photon absorption processes as in XAS,
but through inelastic scattering of electrons. The amount of
energy being lost in such a scattering event is characteristic
for the element (and chemical environment) with which the incoming electrons scattered. The electron mean free path is
mainly dependent of the applied electron voltage of the
source and is dominated by the inelastic scattering of electrons
in solids.[45] However, the maximal sample thickness for chemical contrast imaging is dependent on the material. In case of
EELS edges with a large scattering cross-section (a high EELS
probability), for example the rare earth M4,5 edges, the maximal
sample thickness for reliable quantitative information based on
spectral shapes is limited to less than 30 nm.
STXM experiments have, at present, an optimal resolution of
approximately 10 nm.[33, 46] As discussed above, the diffraction
limited resolution (R) of electromagnetic radiation is R (nm) * E
(eV)ﬃ620. X-rays at 100 eV have a diffraction limit of 6.2 nm
and at 1000 eV of 0.62 nm. The maximal sample thickness of
STXM is strongly dependent on energy as discussed in Section 2.3. In particular if one uses an X-ray energy exactly at a
strong absorption edge in the soft X-ray range, for example
the Ca L edge at 350 eV, the sample thickness for which the
signal is not distorted can be as low as 50 nm. This does not
mean that thicker samples can not be measured, but the
strong absorption modifies the spectral shape and apparent
optical density due to non-linear absorption.[20] Systems with
dilute amounts of carbon or calcium can be up to 1 micron
thick.
STXM experiments at 1500 eV have a significantly longer
probing depth, implying measurements up to ~ 20 micron,
again dependent on the nature of the sample and the presence of X-ray absorption edges. For example, Al metal will
have saturation effects in its spectral shape with a thickness of
less than 20 micron, but systems with lower amounts of aluminum such as Al-doped zeolites can be easily measured. If the
same zone plate is used as for the 300 eV measurements, the
same spectral resolutions could be obtained, but the higher
energy implies a lower diffraction efficiency at the zone plate
lens and therefore lower X-ray intensity.
For hard X-rays, for example at 10 keV, the soft X-ray zone
plates yield too low scattering cross sections and one needs
different, thicker, zone plates. In practice, the hard X-ray spatial
resolution is at present still above 100 nm for most beamlines,
though improvements can be expected in the next years.[47]
The much reduced X-ray absorption strength and scattering of
hard X-rays increases the possible sample thickness towards
the mm range. Hard X-ray microscopy experiments in the
micron range are very interesting for catalysis as the hard Xrays allow realistic catalytic conditions and the detection of the
5d elements, for example Pt. Beautiful space and time resolved
hard X-ray experiments have been performed by Grunwaldt
et al.[48] Alternative micron range hard X-ray experiments
involve the so-called TEDDI technique.[49, 50]
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4. In-Situ Soft XAS of Catalytic Solids and
Related Materials
In-situ soft XAS measurements of various nanomaterials have
been performed in transmission, electron yield and fluorescence yield modes. Recently, Forsberg et al. measured steel
corrosion on an 1  1 mm sized iron film of 50 nm thick, using
their newly developed CCTXM microscope with a pixel resolution of a few microns.[34] Such transmission soft XAS experiments need thin samples. Apart from this limitation, there is a
large freedom for the design of in-situ reactors.
Knop-Gericke and co-workers have developed a number of
in-situ soft XAS reaction chambers based on conversion electron yield (CEY) detection.[32, 51] In CEY, the emitted electron ionizes the gas that is present above the sample. The degree of
ionization is measured by two collector plates that detect respectively i) the pure gas phase signal and ii) the gas phase
and surface signal. By subtraction, the surface component can
be derived. In case of metal spectra, no gas phase signal is
present and the surface spectrum can be directly obtained.
The maximum pressure range obtainable with CEY is in the
mbar range. This technique is ideal to study the surface spectrum of a catalyst sample, which can be measured during reactions.
Heijboer et al. used the CEY–XAS measurements to study
the oxidation and reduction behavior of iron complexes inside
zeolite systems.[18, 52] Figure 6 shows Fe/ZSM-5 under 2 mbar O2
and under 2 mbar He at 350 8C. The O2 spectrum can be identified as a pure Fe3 + spectrum and the He spectrum relates to
pure Fe2 + . Using these references, the atmosphere is switched
from O2 to He at 25 8C. One observes a partial reduction from
2.9 to 2.6 in a matter of minutes, revealing the sensitivity of
the iron complexes to the gas atmosphere, even at room temperature. CEY–XAS is a very sensitive technique and is able to
measure low concentrations of dopants in catalysts, as has
been nicely shown for the case of the L2,3 edge of 5 wt % Cu in
an iron Fischer–Tropsch catalyst.[53]
Fischer and co-workers have developed in-situ soft XAS
based on fluorescence yield detection.[54] Fluorescence detection is a photon-in photon-out technique and as such is not
hampered by strong electron scattering. In addition, thick samples can be measured. A disadvantage is the low fluorescence
yield for soft X-ray edges. Sambisavan et al. showed the FY de-

tected carbon K edge XAS for the in-situ determination of
changes in the adsorbed state of propylene in the Ag-exchanged zeolite Y materials.[55] Combing bulk sensitive
(100 nm) FY with surface sensitive (5 nm) EY, they observed differences between bulk and surface reactivity. A transformation
was observed from the physisorbed state of propylene in the
pores to a chemisorbed state on the surface of zeolite Y at
temperatures above 125 K.

5. In-Situ STXM of Catalytic Solids
In-situ STXM experiments combine the in-situ conditions of a
XAS experiment with a STXM microscope. In addition to the reactor limitations with respect to the X-ray path through the
sample (< 1 mm) and gas phase (< 500 mm), there is the additional complication of the short microscope optical path
length, limiting the distance between the sample and the zone
plate aperture to a few millimeters, depending on the zone
plate resolution and excitation energy.
The first in-situ STXM experiments were performed by Drake
et al.[56] They designed a cell based on a glass wafer. The metal
resistive heater and microchannels for the gas flow were integrated onto the glass wafer, resulting in an X-ray path length
of 800 micron and maximum pressure/temperature conditions
of 1 bar/300 8C. Using this reactor cell, they studied the reduction and oxidation of a silica-supported Cu catalyst, by measuring the Cu L3 XAS spectrum. Using the contrast between Cu1 +
and Cu2 + oxides, oxidation state specific images of the catalyst
were measured. It was found that Cu2 + disappears during the
exposure of the oxidized sample to 4 % CO in He while increasing the temperature from 25 to 200 8C.
The same in-situ reactor cell has been used by Swart et al.
to measure the distribution of manganese and cobalt in Mndoped Co/TiO2 catalysts.[57] Figure 7 shows the elemental maps
of Mn and Co for a 1 micron sized composite particle. The 2p
XAS spectra of Mn and Co indicate the presence of Co3O4 and
mixed 3 + /4 + manganese oxide. The in-situ 2p XAS spectra
were measured at room temperature in air at 1 bar. The elemental Mn and Co STXM images show an uneven distribution
of the elements over the particle. At the top of the particles a
Mn rich phase is observed, while at the bottom more Co is detected. The attempts to measure this system under 1 bar of a
flowing gas at elevated temperatures were not successful, due
to sample drift, interference with
the zone plate characteristics and
reactor failures.
5.1. In-Situ STXM Under Working Conditions

Figure 6. Left: The in-situ detected CEY iron 2p XAS spectrum of Fe/ZSM5 under oxygen and He atmosphere.
Right: The switch from 2 mbar O2 to He at 25 C.
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Figure 7. Top: Contour images of Mn (left) and Co (right) of a Mn-doped Co/
TiO2 catalyst sample. The scale bars indicate 200 nm. Bottom: The Mn 2p
XAS spectrum (left) and the Co 2p XAS spectrum (right).

lished in 2008 by de Smit et al.[58] They measured Fe2O3/CuO/
K2O/SiO2, an iron-based Fischer–Tropsch Synthesis (FTS) catalyst under working conditions. The Fischer–Tropsch reaction
enables the production of high-purity chemicals and transportation fuels from sources other than conventional crude oil,
most notably natural gas, coal and biomass.
The in-situ STXM experiment first tracked the reduction of
supported iron oxide particles upon heating to 350 8C in H2
(1 bar) and, subsequently, the working catalyst during the FTS
reaction at 250 8C in synthesis gas (1 bar). The carbon 1s XAS
(284 eV), oxygen 1s XAS (543 eV) and iron 2p XAS (707 eV)
were measured each 35  35 nm2 pixel. The Fe 2p XAS was
used to map the iron valence and the oxygen K edge to distinguish between different oxygen-containing species (SiO2 and
iron oxides; cf. Figure 8). The carbon K edge was measured to
image the type and location of carbon species present in the
catalyst during reaction.
The extent and rate of reduction of the iron oxide phase
were shown to depend on its chemical surroundings and the
extent of interaction with the underlying support material. Up

Figure 8. Elemental map of SiO2 (blue) and Fe2O3 (red) of an iron-based
Fischer–Tropsch catalyst, using the oxygen K edge and iron L edge STXM
XAS spectra.
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to 400 8C very inhomogeneous reduction occurs with metallic
regions co-existing with oxide regions. Above 400 8C, the distribution of Fe over the particle becomes more and more homogeneous with increasing temperature and no regions are observed where Fe metal is the main contributing species.[59]
These results illustrate the complexity of the interpretation of
bulk reduction experiments and their extrapolation to nanoscale phenomena. The correlations of the carbon K edge of
the substrate with the iron L edge of the catalyst after FTS
conditions, indicated that carbon is mainly formed at the iron
nanoparticles, whereby the nature of carbon is different at
sites away from the iron nanoparticles. For further details, we
refer to the original publications.[58, 59] As such, this nanoscale
chemical imaging technique provides insights into the local
particle morphology and chemical reduction behavior of a
complex Fischer–Tropsch catalyst system.
We have also performed in-situ STXM on magnetite Fe3O4
nanoparticles. Figure 9 shows the Fe3O4 nanoparticles under
1 bar of hydrogen at 150 8C. The average iron L edge spectrum
at 150 8C is essentially a pure magnetite spectrum, which indicates that the whole sample consists of the magnetite Fe3O4
phase. At 350 8C, the iron L edge has changed and now appears as a combination of iron oxide and iron metal. The iron
L edge is measured each 35  35 nm2 pixel and the spectral
shape of each pixel is simulated as a linear combination of
Fe3O4, a divalent iron oxide and iron metal. Figure 9 shows the
reduction at 350 8C, where the sample is reduced in a very inhomogeneous manner with regions that remain essentially
Fe3O4 (blue) next to regions that are largely reduced to iron
metal (red). At higher temperatures the sample completely reduces to iron metal. An important finding is that the reduction

Figure 9. Chemical maps (left) of the iron-oxide particle and Fe L2,3-edge
spectra averaged over the entire particle (right) for reduction in H2 at 150 8C
(top) and 350 8C (bottom). Blue pixels indicate the presence of Fe3O4 ; red
pixels indicate the presence of Fe0. The pixel dimensions of the chemical
map are 35  35 nm2. The valence contours maps indicate the distribution of
the average valence of iron species over the particle. The iron phase is significantly reduced to Fe0 at 350 8C.
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of iron oxides is quite inhomogeneous, with metal co-existing
with oxide regions on a scale of 50 nm.
Related to this, we have measured reduction-oxidation
cycles of an iron oxide particle. Figure 10 shows that during
the initial reduction, the particle largely retained its original

the same conditions and at 450 8C, the particle still consisted
largely of Fe3O4. This behavior is rationalized by the slow sintering of the individual smaller clusters of Fe2O3 at the start of
the reduction treatment into larger metallic Fe particles upon
the first reduction. Upon subsequent oxidation, the growth of
the oxide structure causes further erosion of the initial shape
of the particle. As the reduction is limited by the diffusion of
oxygen atoms to the surface, the second reduction is significantly more difficult due to the dense nature of the particle,
now consisting of a Fe3O4 structure. Upon the formation of
metallic Fe at 400 8C, the shape of the particle changes again.
5.2. Nanoreactors

Figure 10. Thickness plots (in nm) of Fe metal (left) and Fe2O3/Fe3O4 (right)
of an iron oxide particle under a reduction-oxidation-reduction cycle.
a) Before the cycle, b) reduction at 350 8C, c) after re-oxidation at 350 8C, and
after the second reduction treatment at d) 400 8C and e) 450 8C.

shape and shows a similar inhomogeneous composition as indicated in Figure 9. The calculated thicknesses show that the
particle is significantly thinner after the treatment, in line with
the expected decrease in volume upon reduction of Fe2O3 to
Fe. Re-oxidation yields pure Fe3O4, where the shape is slightly
smoother and more uniform (but lower) in thickness than the
initial shape. During the second reduction cycle, the particle
only starts reducing at higher temperatures (~ 400 8C). Upon reduction, the particle shape changes dramatically, transforming
into a more spread-out spherical particle. This is likely due to
the mobility of the iron phase at higher temperatures (i.e. sintering). However, the particle could not be fully reduced under
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There are several possible designs for in-situ STXM nanoreactors reported in literature. One common goal in the design of
nanoreactors is the minimization of the path length that X-rays
have to travel through the gas and/or liquid reactant phase.
This will minimize X-ray attenuation and yield higher signal intensities. The earliest design for catalytic studies were based
on glass wafer manufacturing technology[56] and involved several steps in masking, etching gas channels in the glass substrate, and depositing the Al based resistive heater. The metal
resistive heater and microchannels for the gas flow were integrated onto the glass wafer, and the cell was sealed using
200 nm Si3N4 windows. This cell design resulted in a total X-ray
path length of 800 mm and maximum pressure/temperature
conditions of 1 bar/260 8C. However, depending on the gas
phase reactants, diluted gas mixtures had to be used in order
to minimize gas phase attenuation.
Another recent cell design is specifically designed for measuring in-situ STXM in electrochemical (solution) experiments
and involves an electrolyte reservoir wafered between two
Si3N4 windows.[60] The cell is equipped with an anode or cathode that can in principle be manufactured of any conductor. In
their experiment the group followed the electrodeposition of
Ni on an Au film. The total path length of the cell is about
500 nm, sufficiently short to have enough transmission of Xrays over the 200-2000 eV soft X-ray range. However, unfortunately the cell is not equipped with a heater which limits it
application for catalytic experiments.
The design of the current in-situ STXM nanoreactors is
based on (micro electro mechanical systems) MEMS technology. The nanoreactors were initially designed for in-situ TEM
studies[35] and have a reduced total gas phase path length of
~ 50 mm. Furthermore, the concentrated spiral heater design
(200  200 mm) ensures isothermal heating over a significant
area. The 1.2 mm thick Si3N4 membranes, with small ~ 5  5 mm2
windows were the thickness is etched down to 10 nm, ensures
robustness of the window material while ensuring minimum Xray attenuation. The current design of the cell allows for experiments up to ~ 2 bar and 500 8C. Furthermore, the cell
adapter and nanoreactor were developed to have a minimal
thickness. This is necessary in order to allow a minimum distance between the order sorting aperture, which filters out
higher order diffractions of the zone plate lens, and the
sample plane. The current minimum working distance ob-
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tained by this cell is ~ 800 mm. It is noted here that we recently
demonstrated that at the lower energy edges (C, N, O Kedges), the 2  1.2 mm Si3N4 membranes are almost opaque to
X-ray light and as a result, the 10 nm thick 5  5 mm windows
can in principal be used as apertures. As a result, the order
sorting aperture is not required for these measurements and
the restricted working distance between the nanoreactor and
STXM components is somewhat improved. Further optimization of the cell design also allows liquid phase experiments,
where, depending on the used liquid and the absorption
edges of interest the total path length has to be below
~ 10 mm to ensure the transmission of enough X-ray photons.
The nanoreactors are supported on an adaptor which is
mounted on an interferometrically controlled, piezoelectric
stage that can translate the sample in the X-ray beam with
nanometer precision. The adapter is designed to hold two separate nanoreactors and connects the reactors to the external
gas supply and electronics (cf. Figure 11).

Table 1. Overview of the comparisons between STXM–XAS and STEM–
EELS.
STXM–XAS

STEM–EELS
0.1–0.5 nm
0.2–0.5 eV

In-situ pressure

10–30 nm
0.04-0.12 at 300 eV
0.2–0.6 at 1500 eV
E/DE = 2500–7500
200–2000 eV
Single energy
1 ms/pixel
100 ms/pixel/edge
Transmission (T)
Fluorescence Yield (FY)
Electron Yield (EY)
50 nm–20 micron
1000 ppm (T)
10 ppm (FY)
1 bar

Beam damage

High

Spatial resolution
Energy resolution

Energy range
Data collection
Time resolution
Detection modes

Sample thickness
Element sensitivity

2–2000 eV
All energies
10 ms/pixel
Transmission (T)

< 500 nm
1000 ppm (T)
vacuum
(1 bar in TEM)
Very high

mined by the lifetime broadening of the core holes, which is in
the range of 0.2–0.3 eV for soft X-ray K and L edges. With
regard to STEM-EELS, the energy resolution varies significantly
from microscope to microscope. Most EELS-dedicated microscopes have a core level energy resolution of 0.2–0.5 eV, that
is, of the order of the lifetime broadening.
Spatial Resolution

Figure 11. Left: The nanoreactor adapter as used in the in-situ STXM experiments showing the electrical and gas connectors for the two nanoreactors
at the top. The X-ray windows are gold colored and are positioned left and
right of the center screw. Right: Artistic impression of the nanoreactor windows indicating the spiral heater and the ~ 5  5 mm2 windows used to investigate the material of interest.

The spatial resolution is 0.1 and 0.5 nm for regular STEM-EELS
microscopes,[44, 62, 63] which is a factor 100 better than the spatial resolution in STXM-XAS.[46] An important experimental
future development will be the combination of ex-situ TEM
and in-situ STXM-XAS measurements using the same nanoreactor and looking at the same parts of the material.
Detection Modes

6. Comparison of STXM-XAS with STEM-EELS
X-ray and electron microscopy techniques have been recently
compared by Hitchcock et al.[38] and also by Thomas et al.[61]
We refer to these papers for alternative views on this issue.
The main difference between STXM-XAS and STEM-EELS is the
significantly stronger interaction with matter of electrons compared with X-rays. Table 1 gives a brief overview and in the
subsequent paragraphs we briefly discuss these aspects, including energy resolution, energy range, time resolution, spatial resolution, detection modes, detection limits, sample thickness, sample conditions, sample damage and tomography
options.
Energy Resolution
The energy resolution of soft X-rays on a STXM beamline is
typically between E/DE = 2500 and E/DE = 7500, implying 0.04–
0.12 eV resolution at the carbon K edge. De facto this implies
that for solids the experimental resolution is mainly deterChemPhysChem 2010, 11, 951 – 962

An important advantage of STEM-EELS is that all core levels
are measured simultaneously. In this case the energy resolution
is limited by the detection channels of the detector, but this
allows for sufficient energy resolution to probe elements and
their valences in a spatially resolved mode. For an improved
spectral resolution, one can measure a specific edge, thereby
increasing the number of detector channels per energy interval. In STXM-XAS, the X-ray energy is set to one particular
value and only at that energy the X-ray absorption is measured. One can make use of this property by limiting the detection of a few relevant energies over an element edge. If one
knows exactly at what energies a characteristic signal is present, one can make low dose STXM-XAS measurements on radiation sensitive samples. In addition, STXM-XAS can be measured with EY and turn into a surface probe, or it can be measured with FY and turn into a technique for ultra dilute species.
The measurement of STXM with an XPS detector yields the as
scanning photoemission microscopy (SPEM) technique as
discussed in Section 3.2.[31, 32]
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Time Resolution
The time for the measurement of a single pixel can be roughly
set at 1 ms for STXM and 10 ms for STEM–EELS,[28] where this
value can vary depending on required data quality, sample
composition and sample thickness. In STEM–EELS, the whole
spectrum is measured at once implying that a 100 point spectrum effectively needs 10 ms/pixel for STEM-EELS and 100 ms/
pixel for STXM, ignoring additional dead time. A 64  64 pixel
image then takes ~ 7 min for STXM, again ignoring dead time.
We did not discuss dedicated time-resolved EELS experiments
that reach femtosecond time resolution[64] or the picosecond
time resolution that is reached with time-resolved TXM
measurements.[65]

quires a high radiation dose in comparison with normal TEM
or STXM–XAS. This implies that the sample damage is potentially high, including knock on damage, carbon deposition,
sputtering and electrostatic charging. In STXM–XAS a highly focused X-ray beam is used, which especially at resonance, generates large amount of electrons, yielding damage from electrostatic charging and carbon deposition. Combining all beam
damage effects and the required doses for imaging, as a rule it
is found that STXM–XAS causes less damage than STEM–
EELS.[66] For example, the 10 nm nanoreactor SiNx windows are
not noticeably affected in a STXM, whereas a STEM–EELS measurement tends to destroy them. For details on sample
damage due to electron and X-ray beams we refer to dedicated papers,[62, 67–69] for example the special issue that focuses on
beam damage in J. Elec. Spec.[70]

Detection Limits
STEM–EELS and STXM–XAS are transmission experiments and
the required contrast for a core level signal implies that spectral shapes of dilute species can not be measured. The concentration required to measure reliable and quantitative spectra is
strongly dependent on sample composition. As a rule, one can
state that concentrations above 5 atomic % (5000 ppm) are required for good spectra and above 1 % (1000 ppm) for elemental maps. If STXM–XAS is measured with FY, these detection
limits go down to a ~ 10 ppm for high Z elements.
Sample Thickness
STEM–EELS requires a sample less than 100–500 nm thin.
STXM–XAS can handle samples with thicknesses up to
20 micron at 1.5 keV and in the millimeter range for hard Xrays. This implies that materials with an intrinsic thickness
above 1 micron, can not be studied by STEM–EELS. In addition,
for many materials it is difficult or impossible to prepare
proper slices/lamellae for electron microscopy measurements.
The much thicker specimen that can be handled with STXMXAS offers a wider and more flexible range of materials that
can be studied, including objects such as intact biological cells.
In-Situ Sample Conditions
As of yet, TEM has been applied at 1 bar and 500 8C[35] in non
carbonaceous gases, though 1 bar measurements have not yet
been reported for STEM–EELS. STXM–XAS can be measured up
to 2 bar and up to 550 8C in the presence of carbonaceous
gases. These numbers for pressure and temperature are expected to increase when the dedicated high-pressure and
high-temperature nanoreactors, that are being designed, will
become available. Hard X-ray experiments can be performed
under extreme conditions, including high-pressure diamond
anvil cells.
Sample Damage
EELS scattering cross-sections are relatively weak as compared
to X-ray absorption cross-sections. Therefore STEM–EELS re-
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Tomography
Conceptually, STXM tomography is analogous to STEM tomography. This also implies that for X-rays, it is more convenient to
perform tomography with a parallel beam with a TXM microscope. Tomography drastically increases the exposure time,
hence the potential damage. STXM has the advantage of
higher detection efficiency than TXM, implying that in principle
STXM tomography needs less X-ray dose per area of studied
material.
In conclusion, it can be stated that STEM–EELS offers better
spatial resolution and the simultaneous detection of all core
levels. STXM–XAS can handle large samples and a wider range
of sample conditions including catalysis under working conditions. In addition it has favorable tomography conditions and
can be turned into a surface probe or into a probe for ultra
dilute impurities maintaining its ~ 20 nm spatial resolution.

7. Future Developments
We are of the opinion that there is a bright future for submicron chemical imaging using in-situ STXM techniques. All
materials that contain elemental or chemical contrast on the
20 nm length scale can be studied under reaction conditions.
This applies to heterogeneous catalysis, and to fuel cells, batteries, hydrogen storage materials and other material studies
that focus on the elemental and chemical gradients. One of
major the advantages of STXM is that both the organic as the
inorganic part of the nanomaterials can be investigated.
Future developments will very likely improve the temperature and pressure range of nanoreactors up to 1000 8C and
10 bar, thereby extending the range of feasible materials science and catalysis experiments. An important future development is the performance of in-situ STXM tomographic experiments. STXM of ultra dilute samples with concentrations down
to 100 ppm are not straightforward in transmission mode, implying that fluorescence yield detection must be used. Such
fluorescence yield based experiments would allow the mapping of impurities/promoters in heterogeneous catalyst and in
materials science in general.
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STXM will probably never reach the 0.1 nm spatial resolution
as obtained by electron microscopy. STEM–EELS experiments
on the other hand will be unfeasible for many samples and for
many sample conditions.[8] A useful solution would be to combine in-situ STXM–XAS experiments with ex-situ STEM–EELS experiments on the same sample positions. One could imagine
measuring a catalyst ex-situ with STEM–EELS, performing some
treatment in-situ with a STXM nanoreactor and performing a
second STEM–EELS experiment after reaction, at all times probing the same sample region.
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